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Zak Noyle is a surf photographer based out of Oahu, Hawaii who’s considered to be one of
the best in the business. He became the senior staff photographer of Surfer Magazine when
he was just 25 years old, and his work has appeared in numerous magazines (e.g. ESPN, SI,
Nat Geo) and advertisements (e.g. Billabong, Chanel).

Berad Studio recently shot this 5-minute profile that offers a glimpse into Noyle’s life and
work:

Noyle says he grew up around the swimming pool, which gave him both stamina and a love
for water. He’s also been around photography his whole life, as his father is a professional
photographer. Thus, his background equipped him with the skills and passion that serve him
in his work today.

“You’re never going to get the same wave twice,” Noyle says. He’s driven by the challenge of
constantly hunting for his “next favorite photo.”
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“Have fun. Get out there and have fun with whatever you do in life,” Noyle says. “That will show
through in the images or the product of whatever you’re doing.”

You can find more of Noyle’s work over on his website, where he’s also selling many of his
best surf photos as fine art prints.

(via ISO 1200)

Image credits: Still frame header image and video by Berad Studio. Photographs by Zak
Noyle and used with permission
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• Reply •

Jack B. Siegel •  a month ago

Talented photographer
  2  

• Reply •

Glen Berry •  a month ago

Some of those waves are very beautiful. My favorite image is the one of the fellow flying
through the air, with the skyscrapers in the background.

  

• Reply •

Dom •  a month ago

Man, those look amazing. I love how he makes the waves look like they are frozen, like
ice. Amazing, just beautiful!

  

• Reply •

Chillywilson •  a month ago

shots are amazing. Except the one of feet in the water, it look like someone is molesting
the guy in the background

  

• Reply •

Brian Carpenter  •  a month ago> Chillywilson

I believe this shot is amazing because it shows the dangers of surfing and the
closeness and beauty of the reef. This is actually a common shot from most surf
photogs.

  

• Reply •

Chillywilson  •  a month ago> Brian Carpenter

lol I'm just joking about the hand placement on the crotch
  1  

• Reply •

Tony L. •  a month ago

amazing! I've always loved the photographers in the surfing community.
  1  

• Reply •

Brian Carpenter •  a month ago

I started my photography in the ocean. He was one of the few that inspired me to get off
the surfboard and behind a lens. Now, there are more cameras in the water than boards
in some areas here in California. Its really crazy how water photography has taken off
here in the last year. (mostly thanks to GoPro I think)

  

• Reply •

NuyaBizness •  a month ago

These are so freaking good I have nothing else to say except thanks for sharing... and
sublime.
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